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Abstract
In this paper, we clarify Paul Ricoeur’s philosophy of identity, and we sustain that it 
should be considered a turning point in the discussion of the problem of personal 
identity. We give reasons to reject the Anglo-Saxon approach: it neglects real people, it 
is focused on puzzle cases, it is lost in imaginary paradoxes and the search for an objec-
tive criterion. Defending Ricoeur’s hermeneutic philosophy, especially his dialectical 
concepts (sameness and ipseity), as well as its narrative and ethical development, we 
highlight how the philosopher is concerned with human beings as we know them, and 
personal identity is a practical construction, dialogic, open to the world and to life in 
common.
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1. A Turning Point on Personal Identity Debate

One of Paul Ricœur’s main contributions to the field of Philoso-
phical Anthropology, particularly to the question of personal identity, 
is to rethink it from a new conceptual dialectic idem-ipse. We will elu-
cidate how this pair of concepts allows us to overcome the aporetic 
legacy of identity left by Anglo-Saxon philosophy.1 

Ricœur’s proposal will give back the individual to his existence. 
The philosopher will think personal identity in its intrinsic relation to 
life, with particular emphasis on character (idem-sameness) and the 
1.  Ricœur 1990: 150-157
12, 189-230, Lisboa: CFUL.
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ethical attestation of the promise (ipse-ipseity), both mediated by inte-
raction with others and the community.2 With Ricœur, personal identity 
is no longer thought only in abstract and theoretical terms, but it is 
approached from a more concrete and corporeal, historically situated 
point of view.3

It is assumed that this debate can only progress, if identity is con-
ceived as a material and singular construction, therefore, without for-
getting that it is always the identity of a particular person, mundane 
and finite. From this existential perspective of identity, it is possible to 
identify two fundamental theses in Ricœur’s thought, primarily expres-
sed in a sequential reading of the works From Text to Action, Time and 
Narrative, culminating in Oneself as Another. First, under the influen-
ce of Hannah Arendt, Ricœur argues that personal identity is always in-
separable from some modality of discourse, highlighting its eminently 
relational and communicational character.4 Being constructed throu-
ghout one’s life and dependent on a permanent hermeneutic effort of 
understanding, since this direct and logical access is forbidden, narra-
tive identity, without being confused with personal identity, will be the 
concept capable of better expressing it.5

Even moments of inner emptiness or radical crisis of the subject, 
which we all easily recognize we have already gone through, sustain 
this thesis. As the philosopher reminds us, the existential experience of 
emptiness, which can culminate in the loss of self-recognition, is still 
possible to express it in the questions: after all, who am I? Am I still the 
same? Am I still someone? Or am I nothing anymore?

To sustain this thesis, Ricœur shows us how existential crises are 
also recoverable with a specific discourse, the ethical one. It is, in fact, 
in the ability to make a promise to someone, in the inner conviction 
expressed in the expression “I commit myself”, “believe me, I will do 
it”, that I regain my identity. Even with the dissolution of the narrative 
discourse about the self, through ethics, this crisis can be overcome, 
and personal identity ensured.6

The link between discourse and anthropological domains is typi-
cal of Ricœur’s thought. This connection can be glimpsed at a deeper 
linguistic level - the grammatical one – and it should be understood as 
the condition of possibility of any other discourse and communication. 
It is in this regard that Ricœur highlights the figure of the Self (Soi, 

2.  Ricœur 1990: 13-15, 336; 338
3.  Ricœur 1990: VII-X; 137
4. Arendt 1998: V; Ricœur 1985: 442; Ricœur 1990: 76, 137-139
5.  Ricœur 1990: 27, 167-168
6.  Ricœur 1990: 194-196
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Selbst, in other natural languages), and this will be starting point of his 
conception of personal identity, characterized by reflexive mediation, 
analysis and decipherment, being impossible the direct access. This 
line of hermeneutic-philosophical research, as opposed to the method 
of Anglo-Saxon philosophy, and which conceives the answer to the 
problem of identity as the result of a permanent effort of understanding 
simultaneously private and public, resulting from a collective work, of 
interaction (Oneself as Another), explicitly finds a linguistic support, 
insofar as the grammatical figure of the ‘oneself’ is defined as a “reflec-
ted personal pronoun” (or third-person pronoun - he, she, they, them), 
pervading all pronouns (personal and impersonal) and verb tenses.7

The second Ricœurian thesis implicit in the sameness-ipse con-
ceptual proposal is to understand personal identity as a practical cons-
truction.8 It is as agents, as authors of events, in the same sense that 
we are dynamically built up from our integration in the world, but also 
as passive and vulnerable beings to the actions of others and external 
events, that we can know ourselves.9 It is clear that there is no way of 
answering the question of identity if one remains in an abstract and 
impartial description of its necessary and sufficient conditions along 
the lines of Anglo-Saxon philosophy.10 It will be necessary to open phi-
losophical discourse to the historicity and temporality of human life.

We believe that Ricœur will privilege the ethical domain as the 
horizon that will better allow us to reflect and answer to the question 
of personal identity, by conceiving it, ultimately, in the philosopher’s 
expression, as a “capable being”, as agent and patient in the world.11 
This proposal will allow us to understand the human being, always in 
an effective, real and materialized way, always as someone with inte-
rests, feelings, memories and projects of his own, always like someone 
who is socially and temporally situated.12 

It will be as a “capable human being” who attests his presence 
and belonging to the world, where he simultaneously acts and suffers 
the effects of the events and actions of others, that personal identity is 
built and sustained in the Ricœurian sense.13 Ricœur’s interpretation of 
ethics is not a moralizing and prescriptive one. Ethics reflects, above 
all, on what is vital in human existence, ethics thinks about the most 

7.  Ricœur 1990: 11-12; 212
8.  Ricœur 1985: 442; Ricœur 1990: 206-208
9.  Ricœur 1990: 165 167, 186-188
10.  Ricœur 1990: 165
11.  Ricœur 1990:149
12.  Ricœur 1990:137
13.  Ricœur 1990: 212-213
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intimate and concrete problems that concern everyone and, in these 
problems, the most relevant projects, the most valuable ends and those 
that make each person’s life meaningful, with intrinsic value, inevita-
bly take on prominence. It is on the ethical and practical horizon that 
personal identity is built and played out, an identity that assumes, given 
its capacities and weaknesses, the responsibility for its actions and, in 
a broader but equally ethical sense, the reason or reasons for living.14

2. Sameness and Ipseity

Ricœur begins by putting the problem of personal identity diffe-
rently. Recovering Hannah Arendt’s intuition, expressed in The Human 
Condition, the philosopher will replace the traditional question formu-
lated by Anglo-Saxon philosophy - what am I? that is, what characte-
ristics or criteria define me in particular? - by the question - who am 
I? 15

With this reformulation, Ricœur proposes to effectively rethink 
the problem of identity from a personal perspective, from the unique 
and irreplaceable angle of each of us. Let us recall that the philosopher 
criticizes the classical approach as neutral and impartial. Moreover, to 
ask the question “who am I?” immediately makes us reflect on personal 
identity in a more intimate and particular way, not only because it is 
thought by the person who asks it, but also because he or she becomes 
personally targeted— aiming to obtain a differentiated answer from all 
other human and non-human entities, an exclusive answer for herself.

Starting this reflection from the particular and unique point of view 
of each of us, makes it possible to understand ourselves as irreducible 
to any other entity, and impossible to be replaced. On the other hand, 
if the problem of identity is to be placed and answered by the self, it 
becomes clear that a merely objective and impersonal description in 
the third person, typical of Anglo-Saxon philosophy, is not right. In the 
Anglo-Saxon debate on personal identity, this neutral and impersonal 
description could include, according to the criterion selected, both phy-
sical characteristics, our appearance, and the public information that 
identifies us and inserts us into the social world (name, age, gender, 
among others), passing through the most stable psychological traits 
that mark our personality, up to the most deep psychological dimen-
sions of each of us and invisible to the other (or even to ourselves). 
However, according to Ricœur, the attempt to select objectively one 
or several aspects of this descriptive and neutral level of identity is, in 

14.  Okumu 2007: 21
15.  Arendt 1998: 10-11
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fact, an obstacle to its understanding and an objective reason why it has 
so far been impossible to overcome its paradoxes.

In the preface to Oneself as Another, Ricœur states that his project 
is to distinguish two meanings of identity - idem and ipse - concer-
ning temporality. The two philosophical approaches are, in fact, two 
different ways of looking at it from the concept of time and two ways 
of understanding personal permanence in the course of a life.16 Thus, 
whether under the prism of Sameness or Ipseity, Ricœur will always try 
to highlight possible way(s) of persisting identical to oneself in diffe-
rent moments of existence.17 If we do not recognize this fundamental 
distinction in the relation of identity to time, we fail to reflect on this 
problem. This is precisely the error into which analytic philosophy has 
fallen; hence it has failed in its goal, falling into conceptually insoluble 
paradoxes.

This thesis means that the distinction between Sameness and Ip-
seity is not only at the conceptual, discursive level, but also means 
that we are in the effective presence of “two ways of being”, two ways 
of personally existing in the world.18 With this theoretical and even 
anthropological differentiation between Sameness and Ipseity, Ricœur 
intends, on the one hand, to subsume the entire debate about personal 
identity, held so far, into the concept idem or sameness and, on the 
other hand, to propose the overcoming of its theoretical impasse and a 
new interpretation starting from the concept of ipse or Ipseity.19

Although we agree, in general terms, with this Ricœurian distinc-
tion, we intend to analyze what we believe to be an excessive and ra-
dical conviction on the part of the philosopher, which leads him to 
state the thesis according to which idem and ipse express, in fact, two 
distinct forms of being. Thus, rather than accentuating, in an absolu-
te and irreconcilable way, the differences between idem-identity and 
ipse-identity, we will seek to justify the impossibility of dissociating 
them totally, even in extreme situations. We identify two reasons that 
we consider vital and that, will be explained later: 1) the historical-tem-
poral dimension is always common to idem and ipse, although Ricœur 
seeks to attribute it, above all, to ipse and to minimize its importance 
in idem; 2) the idem-identity characterized, above all, by the (stable) 
set of psychological traits is equally present in (or characterizes also) 
Ipseity.

To justify reason 2), we will turn to the virtue of ‘fidelity’, so 

16.  Ricœur 1990: 12-13; 142-143
17.  Ricœur 1990: 358
18.  Ricœur 1990: 149; 358
19. Ricœur 1990: 140
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striking in Ricœur’s thought that we consider a clear example of the 
impossibility of absolute distinction between idem and ipse. It will the-
refore reveal the founding (ethical) principle of Ipseity, even though 
Ricœur strives to free Ipseity from specific personal dispositions and 
seeks to circumscribe them to the domain of Sameness. Thus, in the 
first moment, we shall begin by setting out the differences between 
idem and ipse. In a second moment, seeking to explore their common 
points, we will try to clarify how this division is, in absolute terms, 
impossible. We will then argue that idem and ipse are not two ways of 
being but rather the expression of the same identity (that of each one 
of us), which, to be more deeply understood, must be seen from the 
perspective of the permanent dialectic between idem and ipse, without 
the total distinction sought by Ricœur.

In Oneself as Another, Ricœur argues that Sameness (Gleichheit 
in German or idem in Latin) is “[...] a concept of relation and a rela-
tion of relations”,20 with which he proposes to subsume the criteria of 
personal identity proposed by the Anglo-Saxon philosophy and which 
summarize the terms of the debate to date “numerical identity”, “quali-
tative identity” and “genetic identity”. Sameness represents the perma-
nence in time of the “[...] what” of each of us.21 Therefore, instead of 
manifesting what is proper to each one, the genuinely personal identity, 
Sameness only allows us to establish criteria that analyze, in an undi-
fferentiated way, the human being and other entities.

Let us see how the concept of numerical identity refers to what is 
singular, unique, and can apply to human beings, non-human beings, 
and non-organic objects/entities. The meaning of numerical identity 
has, as its relational opposite, the plural: “[...] not just one, but two or 
several”22 and the operation that best corresponds to it is that of iden-
tification, understood as external recognition, public re-identification 
of something as the same at different times and places; in short, in nu-
merical identity “knowing” and “recognizing” “the same thing twice, 
n times” are equated.23

Qualitative identity refers to the “extreme similarity”, allowing us 
to affirm, for example, that two or more objects are equal to the point 
of being perfectly substitutable for one another.24The concept of quali-
tative identity corresponds to the operation of substitution and has, as 
its opposite pole, the different, the diverse. Although they correspond, 

20.  Ricœur 1990: 140
21. Ricœur 1990: 146
22. Ricœur 1990: 140
23. Ricœur 1990: 141
24. Ricœur 1990: 141
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in the Anglo-Saxon tradition, to a treatment of personal identity in the 
same conceptual sense and which, for this reason, Ricœur subsumes 
in the category ‘sameness’, numerical and quantitative identity cons-
titute two perfectly distinct criteria. For example, in the face of great 
temporal distances, the perspective of numerical identity can fail be-
cause it becomes more difficult to recognize something or someone. In 
these situations, the qualitative criterion of extreme similarity may be 
invoked to assist or reinforce the numerical one, which already allows 
us to consider the similarities between two or more occurrences of the 
(supposed) entity and to ascertain to what extent we may or may not be 
facing the same one.

However, not even the qualitative criterion of identity can withs-
tand very long temporal interruptions, and this is why Ricœur introdu-
ces the criterion of genetic identity, which already makes it possible to 
account for an “unbroken continuity” between the different moments 
of an individual’s existence, a constant persistence between the first 
and last stages of his or her development.25 In short, faced with the 
threat of time in the dissolution of identity, Anglo-Saxon philosophy 
guided its research by the search for a structuring principle that would 
resist all personal changes, by the identification of an invariable “prin-
ciple of permanence” that could be formalized in the numerical, quali-
tative and genetic criteria.26

Ricœur will call character, sameness (or idem), the modality of 
identity we are analyzing. This concept will encompass all the criteria 
proposed by the analytic tradition mentioned above, for representing, 
in a general way, the set of the most striking characteristics of each per-
son, his or her most representative traits, allowing private and public 
recognition at different stages of existence.27 Identity-idem would thus 
be equivalent to the Ricœurian answer on the identity problem if he 
were analyzing it exclusively, according to traditional or Anglo-Saxon 
parameters.28 As the author states:

25.  Ricœur 1990: 141
26.  As Ricœur states: “Toute la problèmatique de l’identité personnelle va tourner 
autor de cette quête d’un invariante relationnel lui donnant la signification forte de 
permanence dans le temps.”
Ricœur 1990: 142-143
27. Ricœur 1990: 144
28.  This strict and neutral view of identity can be seen in Ricœur’s following expres-
sion (and hence, as we shall see, the urgency of overcoming it based on the sameness-
ipseity dialectic):
“Par cette stabilité empruntée aux habitudes et aux identifications acquises, autre-
ment dit aux dispositions, le caractere assure à la fois l’identité numérique, l’identité 
qualitative, la continuité ininterrompue dans le changement et finalement la perma-
nence dans le temps qui définissent la memeté. “ 
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“By character, I mean all the distinctive marks that allow a human individual to be 
re-identified as the same.” 29

The Ricœurian meaning of the character is identified with the Aris-
totelian one, covering temperament and personality more globally.30 It 
signifies, therefore, the ‘sameness’ of each person, his or her most ty-
pical and specific way of being, corresponding to his or her stable, per-
manent attributes,31 and these result, as Aristotle had already pointed 
out, from personal predispositions acquired in practice and experience, 
a way of being that is built up and consolidated during existence,32 
until it becomes, through habit, a “second nature”.33 With the concept 
of character, both philosophers express the thesis that we are what we 
repeatedly do, which means that, until it is formed and consolidated, 
our way of being is a construction, to which changes are inherent. Re-
covering Aristotelian reflection, Ricœur shows how the notions of dis-
position (hyxis) and habitus (ethos) are interconnected, the latter being 
understood both as a way of being in the process of being acquired and 
consolidated and as a trait already assimilated and internalized.34

Although Aristotle directs his reflection towards the ethical di-
mension of human life, in the teleological sense, being particularly in-
terested in showing how the virtue of “excellence” is cultivated and 
acquired through repetition in experience, Ricœur amplifies this in-
terpretation of practice and training through repetition, through habit, 
reinforcing its importance for the construction of character and, with 
it, personal identity.35 Thus, we can state that any inner disposition, 
mental state, or behavior, which is frequently repeated, tends to con-
solidate in the individual and perpetuate itself, forming part of his way 
of being. It is under the stability provided by acquired habits, by con-
solidated identifications (with beliefs, principles, and values, among 

Ricœur 1990: 147
29.  “J’entends ici par caractère l’ensemble des marques distinctives qui permettent de 
réidentifier un individu humain comme étant le même.” 
Ricœur 1990: 144
30.  Aristotle 1982
31. Ricœur 1990: 145
32.  Ricœur 1990: 145-146
33.  Ricœur 1990: 146
34.  Ricœur 1990: 146; Aristotle 1982: xviii: III, 4, 1112 a 13; VI, 2, 1139 a 23-24; 
VI, 13, 1144 b 27
35.  Hence Aristotle states that “Moral or ethical virtue is the product of a habit.” 
(Aristotle 1982: II, 2b)
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other examples), that the character ensures permanence over time, the 
uninterrupted continuity proper to identity. This is the reason why we 
often recognize that we have the (already) natural, automatic tendency 
to think, feel or act in the way we have become accustomed to in simi-
lar situations in the past. In short, each habit becomes a specific trait of 
the person, through which self-recognition and identification by others 
become possible. As Ricœur maintains:

“[...] Habit gives a history to character; but it is a history in which sedimentation 
tends to cover and, in the limit, to abolish the innovation that preceded it.”36

To synthesize the concept of identity-sameness, Ricœur proposes 
that we understand character as “the ‘what’ of the ‘who’”,37 as the set 
of personal dispositions durable,38 of “distinctive signs”39 capable of 
allowing public recognition as the same person and, simultaneously, 
ensuring stability to the self during his/her life. It expresses the perso-
nal way of thinking, feeling and acting, being indivisible and insepara-
ble from the self, present in all his mental processes and behaviors. The 
character “is that individual that I am”,40 is that very permanence which 
stabilizes and consolidates in time.

Etymologically, the word “person” confirms this view. In Latin, 
persona designates the masks worn by actors in the theatre, highli-
ghting how it is through adherence to values, principles and convic-
tions, with repercussions on actions, that I access and experience my 
uniqueness. It is, above all, through my decisions and actions that I 
differentiate myself from everyone else, having a character modelling 
effect. I am largely the same if I remain true to my principles and con-
victions; when my beliefs change, I change too. These are defining and 
identifying. Hence, losing one’s convictions or acting against them can 
be (dis)integrating for the person. In turn, persona in its etymological 
sense also immediately highlights how the person does not exist in a 
vacuum; to exist as a person is to exist within a socially shared horizon.

Now, If we look at the other pole of identity and permanence in 
time, the Ipseity or identity-ipse, we are sent back, in its highest sense, 

36.  “[...] l’habitude donne une histoire au caractère; mais c’est une histoire dans 
laquelle la sédimentation tend à recouvrir et, à la limite, à abolir l’innovation qui l’a 
précédée.” (Ricœur 1990: 146)
37.  Ricœur 1990: 146-147
38.  Ricœur 1990:147
39.  Ricœur 1990: 146
40.  Ricœur 1988: 344-345
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to the attestation of self-expressed in the promise. As Ricœur states, Ip-
seity reveals itself in its purest form in “fidelity” to the word given”,41 
which means privileging the ethical example of the promise (inherited 
from Kant and Levinas) before the challenge of time and proposing 
this way of maintaining oneself, of persistence in duration, even when 
Sameness fades at some point in life.42 It is stressed here that discourse, 
any assertion that is uttered, is never neutral since it always implies a 
“tacit clause of sincerity” in what is said, in the desire to say what is 
said effectively.43 The example of the promise is paradigmatic: there is 
an ethical bond that is established when someone utters it. When I pro-
mise, I propose to accomplish, in the future, what I say, in the present, 
that I will do. I obligate myself now for the sake of tomorrow.44 

Ricœur believes that he has found a plausible answer to the 
analytical paradoxes of personal identity in the ethical path of discour-
se, specifically in the act of the promise. This thesis is justified because 
the ability to promise something to another and be faithful to it will 
manifest a constancy of Self, personal maintenance that is impossible 
to be expressed by character, to be subsumed into the “what” of iden-
tity or equated with a psychological trait. For Ricœur, it can only be 
captured by the dimension of “who?”. He states, “the preservation of 
character is something, the preservation of fidelity to the word given 
is something else.”45 This expression sums up and emphasizes how we 
are faced with two modes of being, two ways of understanding perso-
nal identity - Idem and Ipse.

In the act of the promise, the Self cannot be subsumed in the Sa-
meness because the latter refers, above all, to the relationship of the 
Self with itself, to the set of stable traits of the personality that define 
and distinguish it.46 In contrast, the latter refers directly to the openness 
of the Self to the world, to the way it commits itself and interacts with 
others. Therefore, to its capacity to affirm itself before itself and before 
others with the ties that it establishes through the ethical capacity to 
assume discursively and publicly commitments.47 To promise is to put 
me under obligation to do in the future what I am committed to do in 
the present. And here, in the identity-ipse, the relation with another is 
41.  Ipseity is a way of permanence in time expressed: “[...] de la parole tenue dans 
la fidélité à la parole donnée.”  (Ricœur 1990: 148)
42.  Ricœur 1990: 149
43.  Ricœur 1992: 27-28; Ricœur 1996: 107-109
44.  Ricœur 1990: 149-150
45.  Ricœur 1990: 148
46.  “Le caractère, disis-je aujourd’hui, designe l’ensemble des dispositions durables 
à quoi on reconnaît une personne.” (Ricœur 1990: 146)
47.  Ricœur 1990: 197-198
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evident: it is always before the other and for the other that I promise. 
At the same time, the other is the one who can demand that I fulfil the 
promise, precisely because he is the one who counts on me, the one 
who needs me and expects me to be faithful to the promise and ac-
complish it. There is also, right from the start, an action in promising, 
which has immediate effects also on the identity of the other: when I 
promise, someone comes to expect from me an attestation, an ethical 
force with my presence (here I am), with my capacity to be for and with 
others, even despite all the changes (of intentions, feelings, personal 
projects).48

In the same way, the dialectic idem-ipse allows us to understand 
the concept of ‘other’ distinctly, depending on whether we perspective 
it according to Sameness or according to Ipseity. While in the Identity-
-idem sense, the Other is conceived as diverse and distinct from the 
same, in the Ipseity sense, as Ricœur states in the Preface to Oneself as 
Another, the Self is inseparable from the Other. This dialectic can most 
richly constitute personal identity and will have its most significant de-
velopment, as we shall see, in the fields of ethics, morality and justice. 

Emphasizing the decisive importance of intersubjectivity, Ricœur 
highlights how our relations with others are crucial for constructing 
personal identity and configuring meaning in our lives. His philoso-
phy is, therefore, a crucial contribution, in partnership with the authors 
with whom he dialogues (some taken up in our research), highlighting 
the importance of personal and social relationships in responding to 
the problem of personal identity, as well as on a more practical level, 
guiding the improvement of these relationships to achieve a better life, 
that is, a good life.49 This is, in fact, one of the significant challenges 
(limit) of philosophy, the passage from the theoretical to the practical 
level, but this is precisely the specificity and the anteriority of ethics 
concerning the other disciplines of philosophy. As the author states:

“As long as we remain in the realm of sameness-identity, the otherness of the other 
is not at all original: the “other” appears [...] in the list of antonyms of “same” alon-
gside “contrary”, “distinct”, “diverse”, etc. It will be quite different if we relate al-
terity to Ipseity. Alterity that is not - or is not only - comparable is suggested by our 
title, alterity such that it can constitute Ipseity itself. Oneself as Another suggests 
from the outset that the Ipseity of the Self implies alterity to such an intimate de-
gree that one cannot be thought without the other, that one passes through the other 
[...]. To “as” we would like to attribute the strong sense, not only of a comparison 

48.  Ricœur 1990: 149
49.  Ricœur 1990: 202-211
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-self similar to another -, but of an implication: self as ... the other.” 50

In neither case, however, there is a merely objective or conceptual 
truth about personal identity, but rather an existential truth. There is 
a Ricœurian break with the traditional, formal and abstract view of 
identity, of which Descartes and Kant are main examples. The latter 
was focused on the distinction between the subject of experiences, al-
ways remaining unchanged, identical (to himself), and the varied ran-
ge of experiences of which he was the condition of possibility. The 
subject was assumed as the distinctive principle of personal identity, 
like a substratum, which would underlie the whole flow of changing 
experiences and, due to its immutable and structuring nature, would be 
capable of giving them unity and coherence. Identity was equated with 
a “pure subject”, being a condition for the possibility of all experien-
ce, or with an “ego” to which all experience reported but about which 
there was no direct experience, thus remaining the doubt as to whether 
the “subject accompanying the representations” (Kantian) or the “ego” 
itself (Cartesian) could be equally experienced. This traditional view 
of identity seemed to postulate the Self more as a founding principle, 
a presupposition, than as a dimension that could be experienced by 
consciousness.51

In both meanings of identity - idem and ipse - a substantial con-
ception is abandoned - the apodictic vision of the Ego cogito - and 
a vision is proposed historical-temporal, mediated by the world. Re-
member that by the Sameness of character, Ricœur does not mean a set 
of innate dispositions but rather distinctive psychological traits that are 
formed throughout life, based on the identification and re-evaluation 

50.  “Tant que l’ont reste dans le cercle de l’identité-mêmeté, l’alterité de l’autre 
que soi ne se presente rien d’original: “autre” figure, comme on a pu le remarquer 
en passant, dans la liste des antonymes seulement - de comparaison est suggéré par 
notre titre, une altérité telle qu’elle puisse être constitutive de l’ipseité elle-”même”. 
à côté de “contraire”, “distinct” “divers”, etc. Il en va tout autrement si l’ont met en 
couple l’alterité avec l’ipseité. Une alterité qui n’est pas - ou pas seulement ‘ipseité 
elle-même. Soi-même comme un autre suggère d’entrée de jeu que l’ipseité du soi-
-même implique l’alterité à un degré si intime que l’une ne se laisse pensar sans 
l’autre, que l’une passe plutôt dans l’autre, comme on dirait en langage hégélien. Au 
“comme, nous voudrions voudrions attacher la signification forte, non pas seulement 
d’une comparaison - soi-même semblable à un autre -, mais bien d’une implication: 
soi-même en tant que ... autre.” (Ricœur 1990: 13-14)
51.  As Kant stated “Now, it is quite evident, that what I must presuppose in order to 
know in general an object, I cannot in turn know it as an object, and that the deter-
minate I (thought) must be distinct from the determinable I (the thinking subject), as 
knowledge is distinct from the object.” (Kant 1989: A402)
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of principles, ideals, values, and norms, among others.52Therefore, the 
character itself is historical and temporal, insofar as distinctive traits 
are the fruit of personal experiences (sometimes reflected, sometimes 
unconscious), of each person’s history.53

Despite its spatio-temporal origin, it is nonetheless true, as Ricœur 
points out in Philosophie de la volonté I [Nature and Freedom], that, 
once formed, the character is more of a passive, involuntary persisten-
ce. This personal dimension limits our possibilities by imposing and 
shaping our will.54 Thus, behind all our autonomous and active parti-
cipation in the world, we always find, according to Ricœur, the stable 
dimension of our personality - the passivity of character - which guides 
us and prefigures the horizon of viable alternatives to our power of 
choice.55. The character expresses the “finite [and concrete] totality of 
my existence”, for simultaneously opening and delimiting my field of 
motivations and possible horizons of realization, for manifesting my 
singular and finite way of existing. 56 It is in this sense that Ricœur sta-
tes: “Character is the need closest to my will”,57 highlighting how the 
most stable nature of each person, what remains most immutable in the 
way of being and in external identification (of beliefs, moods, bodily 
changes), in essence the most enduring personal “set of dispositions”58 
imposes itself on our will, shapes it, and is thus understood as an “In-
vincible involuntary”, as the human being’s mode of being and finite 
existence.59 Instead, it will be the imminently historical-temporal di-
mension that best characterizes Ipseity, and this will also bring out, as 
it did with sameness, the practical dimension of the Ricœurian concep-
tion of identity. Indeed, faced with the possibility that identity-idem, as 
sameness, might dissipate in time, it will be the (moral) rule of promi-
sing and of being faithful to one’s word, capable of maintaining iden-
tity, (as ipse), that is, the self’s temporal maintenance, despite all his 
inner changes.60 The speech act of the promise is therefore crucial in 
Ricœur’s philosophy.

Recovering Kant’s thought and his vindication of the immorality 
52.  Ricœur 1990: 146
53.  Ricœur 1990: 146
54.  Ricœur 1990: 346-350
55.  “Le caractère m’apparaissait alors comme ma manière d’exister selon une per-
spective finie affectant mon overture sur le monde des choses, des idées, des valeurs, 
des personnes.” (Ricœur 1990: 145)
56.  Ricœur 1988: 340; 344-345; Ricœur 1990: 145
57.  “Le caractère est la necessité la plus proche de ma volonté.” (Ricœur 1988: 333)
58.  Ricœur 1988: 338
59.  Ricœur 1988: 321; 347-348
60.  Ricœur 1990: 149
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of false promises, Ricœur stresses how, in the “act of promising”, the 
agent has the ultimate possibility of ‘initiating in the world’ an action 
and, at the same time, of affirming himself as the same, of maintaining 
himself in duration, of revealing a personal way of persisting in time 
- the ipse identity. Without the ethical principle and the moral rule of 
being true to one’s word, Ipseity would dissipate, the self-constancy of 
the Self would break down,61 which would imply falling back, accor-
ding to Ricœur, into the identity-sameness conception and the aporias 
of identity left by Anglo-Saxon philosophy. In sum, the challenge (li-
mit) of the promise to the Ipseity, when stripped of Sameness, brings 
out with its full force the Ricœurian conviction of the fundamentally 
intersubjective and ethical dimension of personal identity. When stri-
pped of all the veils, of all the defining psychological features that 
allow his self-recognition and public identification, someone emerges 
who radically shows how his being (who he is) only really has meaning 
when others are concerned.

Perhaps it is impossible to specify the origin of the injunction, 
whether the call for my attestation comes from another person, from a 
group of people close to me, from the community, from tradition, from 
God, from my moral conscience or from the mere need for personal 

61.  In the same way, it would break the autonomy of reason in Kant. Let us recall that 
the act of making false promises violates, according to Kant, the three formulas of the 
categorical imperative and is, therefore, the expression of a heteronomous will, that 
is, a will that is governed by hypothetical imperatives, which only fulfils the duty out 
of obligation, conditioned by sensitive inclinations, and which always feels the force 
of the imperative as something that constrains and subjugates it. A will that makes 
false promises does not express a good will precisely because its will does not coin-
cide with duty. It is a question of a will that, in addition to instrumentalizing others 
(violation of the second formula of the categorical imperative, because it reduces the 
other to a means at the service of personal interests, calling into question their ratio-
nality and autonomy), naturally cannot express a maxim that can be universalized 
(violation of the first formula of the categorical imperative), because it also makes the 
very act of promising unviable, because it breaks the pact of belief and trust between 
people necessary for the realization of any promise.
On the other hand, Goodwill would be a will in which (its) will and duty would co-
incide absolutely because it would not feel the psychological and moral force of the 
constraint of rectitude, of the imposition of a rule alien to its nature. Goodwill would 
be a will that voluntarily carries out what the voice of its reason dictates, what is 
rationally right; therefore, a goodwill could not make a false promise, but would be 
ruled by the moral norm, by the duty and that norm, for being maximally moral and 
rational, would be assumed as a universalizable maxim, respecting others as an end in 
itself (without their instrumentalization in the name of, for example, personal benefit, 
as occurs in the false promise) and as universal law, therefore, as a will that legislates 
nature. The false promise would be, therefore, the expression of a will that would also 
violate the third formula of the categorical imperative, incapable of affirming itself, 
with its self-determination, as a universal legislator, incapable of formulating a law, a 
norm of action to be followed by all human beings. (Kant 1988: BA 54-55)
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survival. But it is certainly the strength of this call that affirms the po-
sitivity of my life, that sustains my identity, my duration in time, even 
in the moments of greatest fragility and emptiness. This means that if 
it is through action and interaction that I affirm my identity most radi-
cally, it becomes evident that the anthropological domain is intimately 
bound up with the ethical domain: learning to be, building an identity, 
being someone is learning to be with and to be oneself in a space, in 
a context with others. Therefore, the ethical attestation of the promise 
will symbolize the paradigmatic expression of my testimony and my 
commitment to remain in existence, and to continue to reveal, to justify 
who I am and the meaning of my acts to others, affirming my bond to 
the world.

In our view, although Ricœur seeks to dissociate Sameness and 
Ipseity, conceiving them, at the very limit, as two modes of being and 
of persisting in time, this attempt proves impossible: in the extreme 
situation of someone becoming incapable of reviewing himself in the 
traits that have most identified him until then, the way he finds for re-
-appropriating himself is through the affirmation of values, through 
the ability to maintain certain principles, such as fidelity to another, 
sincerity, trust, truth, well present in the promise, and to seek to realize 
them in action. Thus, contrary to what Ricœur maintains, idem and ipse 
are not two opposed ways of understanding identity, because Ipseity to 
remain in time, it will have to recover certain character traits, put into 
practice certain immovable principles and values previously learned 
and consolidated, after all, virtues, principles that have never been to-
tally forgotten.62

It is true that, both Sameness and Ipseity, are not a substantial 
identity. Nevertheless, an unbroken continuity is clear, which is en-
sured in the ethical domain. It is the ethical bond that subsists in Ip-
seity when nothing else remains. This means that it is impossible to 
separate oneself of all Sameness. Even when facing the dissolution of 
personal predicates, there are some more structuring traits formed and 
consolidated in character, with the power to give continuity to the Self. 
The ethical and structuring dimension of personal identity, therefore 
graspable both in the Sameness and in the Ipseity, is expressed, as we 
have seen, in the paradigmatic example of the promise, because what is 
relevant in this saying is that, when there is nothing more to say about 
the Self, it is a saying that implies, from the outset, the duty. Promising 

62.  He we disagree with Ricœur: “En opposant polairement le maintien de soi au car-
actère, on a voulu cerner la dimension proprement éthique de l’ipseité, sans egards 
pour la perpétuation du caractère.” Admittedly, the philosopher will use the concept 
of narrative identity to mediate between the poles idem and ipse, dynamizing the 
rigid traits of character and unifying them in a whole. (Ricœur 1990: 195)
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is the act of the word that unites being, and duty obliges its fulfilment 
in action. This obligation to keep a promise before another originates in 
intersubjectivity, in the relational space or public space (of appearan-
ce), according to Hannah Arendt’s expression, in a community marked 
by cooperation, and is only possible to be fulfilled if there is the prior 
internalization by the character of principles and virtues, such as fide-
lity, trust and truth.63

In conclusion, we defend an ‘ethical’ continuity between Same-
ness and Ipseity, a necessary link for maintaining personal identity, es-
pecially in moments of greater fragility and existential crisis. It will be 
certain ethical principles structuring character that, when assimilated, 
may ensure the maintenance of personal identity, in the sense of Ipsei-
ty, when stripped of most of its identifying features. We are arguing 
that, in Ricœur’s thought, this stripping away of Sameness can never 
be total because what ensures, in the limit, identity is the capacity to 
promise, and this brings out, immediately and paradoxically, that in the 
face of a tremendous fragility, there emerges simultaneously the power 
to assert oneself ethically as someone before another. Moreover, this 
ethical way of being unites Sameness and Ipseity.

With recourse to Aristotle’s thought, Ricœur understands Ipseity 
and character as faces of personal identity formed throughout life, and 
thus, how this ‘personal nature’ ethics (which always implies a same-
ness and ipseity connection) will be able to withstand and balance the 
most difficult moments of life.

3. Narrative Identity

The thesis we have just presented may be controversial in Ricœur’s 
thought, namely, ethics as the unifying foundation of idem and ipse, 
based on the structuring principles of fidelity and truth, there never 
being, therefore, a total dissociation between the two poles. Ricœur, 
on the other hand, takes the reflection on the tension between idem 
and ipse to the limit of the thinkable, to the point of identifying a new 
paradox of identity, which amounts to an effective separation between 
the concepts: idem and ipse represent not only a conceptual split in 
the way we understand our identity, but they appear as a double and 
simultaneous answer to the question “who am I?” We are both poles; 
we are both idem and ipse, we are “both characters and beings of pro-
mise”, we are both extremes.64 As characters, we are beings capable of 

63.  Arendt 1958: 244-245
64.  Ricœur 1990: 195
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remaining in time as idem, and as beings capable of remaining faithful 
to the word given and fulfilling it in action, we are beings who persist 
in time, taking on its dynamism; we are ipse.

Hence Ricœur raises again the question - who am I? - how is it 
possible to be referring to the same subject if I am both Sameness and 
Ipseity, and both concepts refer to two models of personal identity? 
How can I be referring to the same identity if I am referring to two in-
compatible conceptions of identity, one whose model is the “substance 
or the structural, unchanging relation” and which equates us with other 
entities, and the other, which takes as a reference the ethical example 
of the commitment signed by the word before another and proposes a 
permanence of the Self despite time, despite all the changes and events 
experienced? Let us note, in sum, how Ricœur’s reflection on personal 
identity, specifically in its relationship with time and in dialogue with 
the analytical tradition leads to the identification of a new theoretical 
paradox, which can be summarized as follows: faced with the question 
“Who am I?” I answer both idem and ipse.65

As we shall explain, the philosopher’s response to this new para-
dox (and in which we can include the previous paradoxes of Anglo-Sa-
xon philosophy) will center on the concept of narrative identity, using 
it to ground personal unity, resolving it in practice,66 even in moments 
of greater tension between idem and ipse.67 Narrative identity will be 
the mediating concept between Sameness and Ipseity, able to express, 
more fully, the relationship with temporality68 and encompass both the 
dynamism and fluidity of Ipseity and the immobility and rigidity of 
Sameness, able to capture the opposing forces and dimensions of idem 
and ipse, in each present moment.69 As the philosopher states:

65.  Like the theoretical paradoxes of reason in Kant’s thought and his conception of 
practical reason as a proposed resolution. (Ricœur 2013: 278-279)
66. “Le rejeton fragile issu de l’union de l’histoire et de fiction, c’est de l’assignation 
à un individu ou à une communauté d’une identité spécifique qu’on peut appeler leur 
identité narrative. “Identité” est pris ici au sens d’une catégorie pratique.” (Ricœur 
1985: 442, 443)
67.  One of Ricœur’s purposes is to explore and extend the tension between idem and 
ipse to its limits with the concept of narrative identity. As he states, “[La première 
tâche de ce presente étude - Le soi et l’identité narrative] [...] est de porter à son plus 
haut degré la dialectique de la mêmeté et de l’ipseité.” (Ricœur 1990: 167)
68. About the correspondence between time and narrative, the main thesis is the fol-
lowing “[...] la temporalité ne se laisse pas dire dans le discours direct d’une phéno-
ménologie, mais requiert la médiation du discours indirect de la narration. [...] Sous 
forme schématique, notre hypothèse de travail revient ainsi à tenir le récit pour le 
gardien du temps, dans la mesure où il ne serait de temps pensé que raconté.” (Ricœur 
1985: 435)
69.  Ricœur 1985: 446-447; Ricœur 1990: 168
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“[...] between the Sameness of character and the maintenance of selfhood in pro-
mise opens up a gap of meaning that still needs to be filled. Therefore, in the order 
of temporality, mediation must be sought. Therefore, this ‘middle ground’ comes 
to occupy, in my view, the notion of narrative identity.” 70

Personal identity is explicitly what results, in each moment, from 
the permanent relation between idem and ipse, and the concept that 
best expresses it is narrative identity,71 without reducing itself to it. 
In Time and Narrative III, but above all in Oneself as Another, his 
effort will be to justify the thesis, according to which, narrative identity 
allows revealing the historical and temporal character of personal iden-
tity, being built on the paradigmatic examples of the memory of the Sa-
meness and the future of the promise, therefore, in a constant dialogue, 
simultaneously unifying and dynamic, between idem and ipse and that 
accompanies the entire life path of the individual.72 

For this reason, the narrative process will always be part of the 
formation and development of personal identity, moving from a “lower 
limit”, which represents the simplest moments of existence, in which 
idem and ipse are confused or mutually covered, to the “upper limit”, 
expressed in the maximum tension between idem and ipse, in their 
dissociation, fruit of a personal crisis, and in which Ipseity, already 
without the support of Sameness, asks for its own identity.73

From an objective point of view, the concept of narrative identity 
will allow us to better explain the temporal and relational dimension 
through which personal identity is constructed as a dynamic and rela-
tional unit, a synthesis of the heterogeneous. From the subjective point 
of view, this concept will make possible to elucidate how the subject 

70.  “Cette manière nouvelle d’opposer la mêmeté du caractere au maintien de soi-
-même dans la promesse ouvre un intervale de sens qui reste à combler. Cette in-
tervvalle est ouvert par la polarité en termes temporels, entre deux modèles de per-
manence dans le temps, la persévération du caractere et le maintien de soi dans la 
promesse. C’est donc dans l’ordre de la temporalité que la médiation est à chercher. 
Or, c’est ce “milieu” qui vient occuper, à mona vis, la notion d’identité narrative.” 
(Ricœur 1990: 150)
71.  As the author states, “La nature véritable de l’identité narrative ne se revele à mon 
avis, que dans la dialectique de l’ipseité et de la mêmeté. En ce sens, cette dernière 
represente la contribution majeure de la théorie narrative à la constitution du soi.” 
(Ricœur 1990:187)
72.  Ricœur 1990:176
73.  Ricœur clarifies that narrative identity: “L’ayant ainsi située dans cet intervale, 
nous ne serons étonnés de voir l’identité narrative osciller entre deux limites, une 
limite inférieure, où la permanence dans le temps exprime la confusion de l’idem et 
de l’ipse, et une limite supèrieure, où l’ipse pose la question de son identité sans le 
secours et l’appui de l’idem.” (Ricœur 1990: 150, 195)
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can only get to know himself and answer the question - who am I? - 
from the narratives that he elaborates about himself, in which his inner 
states and actions are integrated and interpreted from a final story whi-
ch is the story of his life.

It will be, above all, by the capacity to (self)narrate, even in situa-
tions of existential crisis, that one will be able to identify someone in 
concrete terms, designate it, name it, as being the same throughout a 
lifetime. Hence Ricœur immediately stresses this practical dimension 
of narrative identity, and it should be understood both in the sense of 
being a more pragmatic, functional resolution to the problem of identi-
ty, avoiding further theoretical paradoxes, and to express its existential, 
concrete nature, impossible to be understood apart from in its relation 
to the world and in permanent construction:

“’Identity’ is taken here as a category of practice. To say the identity of an indi-
vidual or a community is to answer the question: who did that action? Who is the 
agent, the author? This question is answered, in the first place, by naming someone 
by designating her by her first name. However, what is the support for the per-
manence of the first name? What is it that justifies our having the subject of the 
action, thus designated by his name, as the same throughout a life span from birth 
to death? The answer can be nothing but narrative.”74

It will be this discursive capacity to narrate one’s life, both from 
the plots, one constructs about one’s existence and from the plots of 
others, or, even in the limited situation of stripping oneself of Same-
ness, of not identifying oneself with anything to narrate, but even so to 
state “I am no longer anything”, that will provide the subject with the 
awareness of its permanence in time, the maintenance of itself, as the 
same, in a life path that is its own, regardless of the adversities and the 
changes suffered. It will be through the ability to recognize the changes 
in oneself, more or less radical, and to integrate them into a cohesive 
narrative, in which their concordant and discordant elements may ulti-
mately form a unified structure of meaning, that the subject will be able 
to apprehend himself as the same over time. This is the meaning of the 
following statement:

 
74.  ‘Identité’ est pris au sens d’une catégoriede la pratique. Dire l’identité d’un indi-
vidu ou d’une communauté, c’est répondre à la question: qui a fait telle action? qui en 
est l’agent, l’auteur? Il est d’abord répondu à cette question en nommant quelqu’un, 
c’est-à-dire en le désignant par un nom propre. But what is the support for the per-
manence of the proper name? Qu’est-ce qui justifie qu’on tienne le sujet de l’action, 
ainsi désigné par son nom, pour le même tout au long d’une vie qui s’étire de la nais-
sance à la mort? La réponse ne peut être que narrative.” (Ricœur 1985: 442)
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“The Self then appears constituted both as the reader and as the writer of its own 
life [...]”75

It will also be at a more extreme level, as we have already explai-
ned, through the capacity to promise and to keep one’s word, through 
the loyalty shown to another when it is no longer possible to elaborate a 
narrative. However, even so, the capacity for dialogue and to establish 
(ethical) bonds is maintained, and the subject will be able to re-appro-
priate himself and to ensure his identity in time. In this regard, Ricœur 
recovers Robert Musil’s novel The Man Without Qualities - or Without 
Property - in which the split between Sameness and Ipseity is explo-
red.76 The protagonist of the narrative searches for his identity under a 
register of identity-sameness and he does not find it. This experience of 
identity crisis corresponds to a crisis in the progression of the narrative 
itself, until both - character and narrative - become aimless, inconclu-
sive and unrecognizable.77 In these borderline situations, Ricœur states, 
“The unidentifiable becomes unnameable.”78

The originality of his thought goes further in interpreting these mo-
ments of existential crisis, usually called “loss of identity”. The author 
argues that they do not correspond to an absolute void, to a compelling 
or literal loss of identity. An Ipsesity better translates the experience of 
these moments without the support of Sameness. This is why a subject 
capable of asking himself, “after all, who am I?” persists in time, even 
if he is forced to answer “I am nothing”, in the face of the impossibility 
of identifying any trace that remains in him and with which he can re-
cognize himself.79 Even in the most significant moments of existential 
crisis, there is no effective loss of identity, as common sense language 
might suggest. In the emptiest moment’s of life, in which the subject 
may be confronted with his nothingness, facing the total dissolution 
of his predicates, an ipseity always emerges who is confronted with a 
question - who am I? and to which, although the answer is empty, it is 
still an answer uttered by someone, in particular.

About this, someone who responds nulled, Ricœur claims, on the 
contrary, that there is much to say. What then can we say about so-
meone confronted with his emptiness? First, as already mentioned, we 
are not facing nothingness, absolute emptiness. Otherwise, there would 
not even be someone to affirm something about himself, even if this 

75.  “Le sujet apparaît alors constitué à la fois comme lecteur et comme scripteur de 
sa propre vie, selon le vu de Proust”. (Ricœur 1985: 443)
76.  Ricœur 1990: 177
77.  Ricœur 1990: 177
78.  “Le non-identifiable devient l’innommable.” (Ricœur 1990: 177)
79.  Ricœur 1990: 177
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something is the recognition of nothingness itself. To affirm “I am no-
thing” is, in fact, a logical impossibility. So, in the face of the empty 
answer, an identity emerges that says it.80 And what else can we say 
about that identity? In Ricœurian terms, we can say that it is an ipseity 
without sameness, someone, incapable of seeing himself in the traits 
with which he identified in the past.81 Thirdly, and most importantly, it 
stands out as an ipseity with the capacity and possibility of starting the 
process of identification-with, formation, appropriation and consolida-
tion of a (new) sameness.82 In short, in moments of greater detachment, 
an ipseity in search of Sameness is affirmed, an ipseity in its purest 
state and, therefore, capable of restarting everything. This Ricœurian 
thesis reinforces, once again, our idea of an ethical foundation of per-
sonal identity beyond narrative identity.

Instead of a metaphysical unity, Ricœur proposes an open and dy-
namic unity,83 built-in space and time, a practical unity,84 insofar as, 
on the one hand, the conception of identity is built by the Self, it is the 
person him/herself who conceives him/herself as capable of generating 
that genuine unity and, on the other hand, it is an identity that emerges 
concretely from the relationship with the world, not being solipsistic 
but relational. And narrative mediation will make it possible to inte-
grate time and space intersubjective (from the closest to the cultural 
and institutional), in a word, the personal history of life, in each one’s 
identity.

Ricœur will be inspired by Hannah Arendt to form the concept of 
narrative identity.85 In The Human Condition, the author expresses the 
intuition that what is most singular about human life is its narrative 
dimension, the fact that “it is itself always full of events which, in the 
end, can be narrated, can found a biography”. Hannah Arendt was the 
first to argue that the best way to answer the question - who am I? who 
are you? will be through the narrative that is constructed,86 and Ricœur 

80.  Ricœur 1990: 196
81.  Ricœur 1990: 177
82.  “Le soi ici refuguré par le rècit est en réalité confronte à l’hypothèse de son propre 
néant. Certes, ce néant n’est pas le rien dont il n’ya rien à dire. Cette hypothèse donne 
au contraire beaucoup à dire, comme en témoignhe l’immensité d’une œuvre comme 
L’Homme sans qualités. La phrase: “Je ne suis rien”, doit garder sa forme paradoxale: 
“rien” ne signifierait plus rien, si “rien” n’était en effect attribué à “je”. Mais qui est 
encore je quand le sujet dit qu’il n’est rien? Un soi prive du secours de la mêmeté, 
avons-nous dit et répété.” (Ricœur 1990: 196)
83.  Ricœur 1985: 446
84.  Ricœur 1985: 442
85.  Ricœur 1985: 442
86.  Ricœur 1985: 442
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will recover it, defending the thesis that personal identity is construc-
ted narratively based on each person’s life story, which is permanently 
rectified by the Self and by others.87

It is vital to reinforce the idea that this singular history is not, in a 
literal sense, only individual but is constructed in communion with the 
histories of others who are closer to us (family, peers, groups), as well 
as with shared traditions that constitute a common horizon of meaning 
for life. Intersubjectivity should therefore be understood at the level of 
closer relationships and in the community, intertwining both with the 
stories of others (parents, relatives, friends) and with a broader social 
and historical structure that equally shapes meaning.88 The history of 
each person develops within various cultural traditions, and it is always 
integrated into this global horizon that self-knowledge can take place.

Thus, as M. Schechtman points out, forming an identity and 
knowing oneself from one’s personal life story is a complete process 
than ‘merely’ understanding one’s beliefs, desires, and inner projects, 
among other examples of mental states or psychological traits. Narra-
tive identity differs from the criterion of psychological continuity by 
containing a kind of ‘diachronic holism’.89 As Ricœur states, “On peut 
parler de l’ipseité d’une communauté, comme on vient de parler de 
celle d’un sujet individuel: individu et communauté se constituent dans 
leur identité en recevant tels récits qui deviennent pour l’un comme 
pour l’autre leur histoire effective.”90

  Narrative identity allows us to think of ourselves more as an 
identity constructed over time, through the ability to develop a “narra-
tive autobiography that will operate as the lens through which we ex-
perience the world”.91 Through narrative conception, we can interpret 
ourselves as we form and review our history, referring ourselves, in 
each present moment, to the time of our life as a whole, experiencing 
our past, anticipating the future, and, in this retrospective and projecti-
ve act, experiencing the present also differently.

Ricœur had already anticipated this view of narrative, pointing out 
how the event - which concrete life is full of, like history (scientific or 
fictional) - has to be seen from a holistic perspective, from the point of 
view of history as a whole, as well as from its singular and unrepeata-
ble nature, having the double function and force of making history (or 
life) go forward, as well as of unbalancing it, only by the fact of arising, 

87.  Ricœur 1985: 444-445
88.   Pucci 1996: 125; MacIntyre 1985: 221
89.  Schechtman 2014: 98-99
90.  Ricœur 1985: 444-445
91.  Schechtman 2014: 98-99
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of appearing. This is a crucial difference between the psychological 
criterion of personal identity and the narrative perspective, insofar as 
the former sees each event of mental life in an impersonal and neutral 
way, situated in a sequential and causal register. In turn, narrative iden-
tity cannot be understood as a mere neutral sequence of mental states, 
but rather as the permanent capacity to experience, in each present mo-
ment, (one’s) life as a whole, as a point in time, from which, one can 
experience life in the global way, both diachronic and synchronically 
unified. In his words:

“The essential difference between the narrative model from any other model of 
connection lies in the status of the event [...]. While in a causal-type model, event 
and occurrence remain indiscernible, the narrative event is defined by its relation to 
the operation of configuration itself; it participates of the unstable structure of dis-
cordant agreement characteristic of intrigue itself; it is a source of discord, insofar 
as it emerges, and a source of agreement, insofar as it moves the story forward.”92

On the other hand, narrative identity makes our identity more pu-
blic than initially assumed. In fact, when I interpret myself from my 
story, I am not its exclusive author, I am its co-author, insofar as my 
story, from its beginning, from my birth, is filled in by countless others. 
Hence it is also necessary to conclude that all our intentions and de-
cisions, all our actions, are only partly determined, in an autonomous 
way, by us. Who we are depend on and is built on the story that we and 
others tell. Its degree of consistency, coherence and unity is the work 
of all those involved. It is, therefore, a (life) story and an open identity, 
in the sense that it is under permanent construction and revision, invol-
ving a complex level of social interaction, and can only be considered 
complete when personal life has also come to an end.93 It is in this sen-
se that Ricœur stress the “narrative” unfinished of a life”.94

92.  “La différence essentielle qui distingue le modèle narratif de tout autre modèle 
de connexion réside dans le statut de l’événement [...]. Alors que, dans un modèle de 
type causal, événement et occurrence restent indiscernables, l’événement narratif est 
défini par son rapport à l’opération même de configuration; il participe de la structure 
instable de concordance discordante caractèristique de l’intrigue elle-même; il est 
source de discordance, en tant qu’il surgit, et source de concordance, en ce qu’il fait 
avancer l’histoire.” (Ricœur 1990: 169)
93.  As Ricœur states: “La personne, comprise comme un personnage de récit, n’est 
pas une entité distincte de ses “experiences”. Bien au contraire: elle partage le regi-
me de l’identité dynamique propre à l’histoire racontée. Le récit construit l’identité 
du personnage, qu’on peut appeler son identité narrative, en construisant celle de 
l’histoire racontée.”(Ricœur 1990: 175)
94.  .”Le soi de la connaissance de soi est le fruit d’une vie examinée, selon le mot 
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With narrative mediation, Ricœur will also stresses how to be so-
meone in the world and to self-understand oneself in time are inse-
parable tasks. The process of self-knowledge can only occur alongsi-
de the construction of one’s own identity, which takes place, in each 
present moment, in the appropriation of the past and in recognition 
of future possibilities of realization. Becoming someone derives from 
the permanent relationship that each person establishes between the 
different temporal moments of existence. In sum, with the concept of 
narrative identity, Ricœur will assume and explore the thesis according 
to which identity cannot be understood in isolation. It is not the case 
of a structure or a cogito that remains secure and closed in its Same-
ness (or identity-idem), but rather prioritizes the temporal and social 
dimensions of praxis, interaction, intervention, and communication for 
its understanding. It is in this sense that he will recall and endorse the 
Socratic maxims - Know thyself and an unexamined life is not worth 
living for a man -stating, in his words, “The Self of self-knowledge 
is the fruit of an examined life, according to Socrates’ expression in 
the Apology.95 Therefore, an examined life is largely a purified life, 
clarified by the cathartic effects of historical and fictional narratives 
conveyed by our culture.”96

How will the narrative clarify personal identity? Specifically, from 
two concepts - intrigue and character - and which we will analyze next. 
With the former, Ricœur designates the operation that allows a story 
to be constructed, uniting diverse elements from relations of “causali-
ty, motivation (rational or emotional) or contingency.”97 Intrigue is the 
literary resource that establishes necessary connections between con-
tinuity, diversity and discontinuity in the events and characters in the 
narrative, these being equally typical of human life. Therefore, the phi-
losopher will recover the Aristotelian concept of mimesis, conceiving 
fiction in general, not as a ‘slavish imitation’ of reality, but as a creative 
resource that allows rewriting the meaning of human life of action as 
a whole. Mimesis, in the construction of intrigue, has the function of 
meaningfully representing human reality, providing it with different 
explanatory models through imagination.

This is the primary function of all narratives: to imagine and crea-
te a “network of practical schemes” from which we can understand 
and interpret real human actions.The role that Ricœur attributes to 

de Socrate dans l’Apologie. Or une vie examinée est, pour une large part, une vie 
épurée, clarifiée par les effects cathartiques des récits tant historiques que fictifs véhi-
culés par notre culture.” (Ricœur 1990: 191)
95.  Plato 1992: 38a
96.  Ricœur 1985: 443-444
97.  Ricœur 2013: 266-267
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fiction is also similar to Nelson Goodman’s contemporary, consisting 
above all in a reorganization of the world in function of works of art, 
in the creation and understanding of our worlds”. 98 In Time and Nar-
rative I, the author will take up the reflections of St Augustine and 
Aristotle, and sustains the thesis, according to which, “[...] one can 
glimpse “[...] in the concept of intrigue (mythos) the inverted replica 
of Augustine’s distentio animi. Augustine suffers under the existential 
tension of discord. Aristotle recognizes, in the poetic act par excellen-
ce, - the composition of the tragic poem - the triumph of concordance 
over discordance.”99 With this statement, Ricœur intends to stress, in a 
general way, how every narrative can be understood as a composition 
capable of displaying the dialectic of concordance-discordance and of 
forming a “synthesis of the heterogeneous,” a dynamic unification of 
diversity, a configuration, into a meaningful whole, without losing the 
force of the expression of movement, of the multiplicity of events, and 
the vivacity proper of life.100

More specifically, intrigue enables three types of narrative me-
diation to take place by reconciling 1) the multiplicity and 2) temporal 
succession of events of individual existence with the temporal unity of 
the narrated story, as well as combining 3) the conceptual network of 
human action itself or, in Ricœur’s words, “[...]the different elements 
that make up an action, from the causes and intentions of the agent 
to the development of the story itself”.101 Intrigue makes the narrative 
emerge, in a global sense, as a unified whole, from its initial moment 
to its end, being integrated by numerous events, changes, with varying 
temporal durations and intensities. Intrigue gives stability to the narra-
tive, configuring the multiple events, also emotionally and temporally 
experienced differently (from the most intense to the most serene, or 
the most sudden and (from sudden to more prolonged ones in time), in 
an intelligible structure, that is, in a narrative intelligibility.

The same can be affirmed of the characters that make up the story. 
Regardless of whether we are referring to real or fictional narratives, 
98.  Ricœur 2013: 221; Goodman 1984: 265
99.  [...] j’ai trouvé dans le concept de mise en intrigue (mythos) la réplique inversée 
de la distentio animi d’Agustin. Agustin gémit sous la contrainte existentielle de la 
discordance. Aristote discerne dans l’acte poétique par excellence - la composition du 
poème tragique - le triomphe de la concordance sur la discordance. “ (Ricœur 1983: 
55; Ricœur 1985: 436)
100.  Ricœur 1990: 168-169
101.  “Par là, je tente de rendre compte des diverses médiations quenl’intrigue opere 
- entre le divers des événements et l’unité temporelle de l’histoire racontée; entre les 
composantes disparates de l’action, intentions, causes et hasards, et l’enchaînement 
de l’histoire; enfim, entre la puré succession et l’unité de laforme temporelle [...].” 
Ricœur 1990: 169
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the characters are subject to intrigue at the same time as the story is 
narrated. Through the composition of intrigue, the characters’ identity 
is built and manifested through their beliefs, thoughts, and actions. The 
character will allow us to identify the who of the narrative, the story’s 
character and his actions. Under the prism of concordance imposed by 
the plot, the character develops and manifests his uniqueness from, as 
Ricœur states, the “unity of his life”, understood as “a temporal tota-
lity distinct from all others”.102 Under the prism of disagreement, also 
expressed in the narrative, and displayed its force by intrigue, the unity 
of the character becomes unstable and is called into question. As the 
author states, “[...] this temporal totality is threatened with the effect of 
rupture by the unpredictable events that punctuate it.”103

Suppose the narrative allows us to highlight the development of 
the identity of the characters, considering all their psychological and 
behavioral states in the context of a life. In that case, it is plausible to 
conceive it as the best way to structure the identity of the subject by 
assuming it and portraying it in its concreteness, integrated into space 
and temporality. The concept of narrative will be the one that best helps 
us to understand the historical-temporal dimension of our identity and 
the importance, for our self-knowledge, of the construction of a glo-
bally coherent life story. In this sense, Ricœur adopts Frank Kermode’s 
maxim that, “[...] to develop a character, one must narrate more.”104 
After all, what is being narrated is one’s identity, an identity that is 
constructed and developed over time, being shaped, as we know, by the 
values, convictions and actions of each one, as well as by the narratives 
of others that intersect with one’s own.

The first-person experience does not mean a cut or an interruption 
with the interaction in the world. Naturally, in the personal experience 
of identity, there is a distinction between the Self and the other, it is 
always a first-person experience, but it would be wrong to think of it as 
an absolutely closed-in-internality. Personal experience always takes 
place in the world, it is corporeal, immersed. Moreover, herein lies 
another essential difference between narrative identity and the psycho-
logical criterion: personal history and identity are the results of the 
individual’s relationship with the world; they are not reduced to an 
exclusively internal process, as Anglo-Saxon philosophy seemed to in-
terpret it. Hence Ricœur states that:

102.  Ricœur 1990: 170-175
103.  Ricœur 1990: 168, 170, 174
104.  “J’adopte l’axiome énoncé par Frank Kermode selon lequel, pour développer un 
caractère, il faut raconter plus.” (Ricœur 1990: 171-172)
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“When faced with the question ‘Who am I?’ [we will choose] to tell a certain story 
and emphasize aspects that we consider to have a special meaning, to constitute the 
leitmotif of our lives, that define who we are [....].” 105

Personal identity is not a trace, something that can be identified or 
even located inside us in a fixed and immutable way. It is a personal ex-
perience and knowledge attained as one’s life progresses, with relevan-
ce, in this process of self-understanding, for the events, actions, people, 
bonds and the most outstanding projects of existence. This means, on 
the one hand, that personal identity and self-interpretation are insepa-
rable, on the other hand, that this total explicitness or anthropological-
-cognitive coincidence is impossible, remaining a construction and 
questioning throughout life.

It is precisely for this reason that Ricœur will construct the con-
cept of narrative identity from the concept of character, transferring the 
world of fictional narrative (intrigue) to real-life stories, the world of 
characters to the lives of real people. In Time and Narrative III, Ricœur 
situates narrative identity at the crossroads of the domains of history 
and fiction, conceiving of the narrative of the Self (or autobiography) 
as an expression of the ability to (Self) narrate and to become, under 
this mediation, “reader and writer of one’s life simultaneously”, able 
to refigure one’s identity from a configuration of one’s own life. It will 
therefore be from the (life) story that identity, as the character of a 
fictional narrative, begins to develop from the relationship with others 
and in a historical-temporal dimension, thus integrating, in a coherent 
whole, change and difference.106

The incompleteness and ambiguity of life stories, as opposed to 
fictional narrative, 107will not weaken or even abolish the Ricœurian 
proposal of applying the world of fiction to the world of life. Drawing 
on A. MacIntyre’s perspective, the philosopher maintains that it is pre-
cisely because of the more elusive and ambiguous real-life character 
that fiction can configure life retrospectively and prepare it for the fu-
ture. The characters of the narratives and their imagined life paths help 
the reader to put his life into perspective as a whole, to have a sense of 

105.  “When confronted with the question ‘Who am I?’ we will tell a certain story and 
emphasize aspects that we deem to be of special significance, to be what constitutes 
the leitmotif in our lives, what defines who we are, what we present to others for 
recognition and approval” (Ricœur 1988: 246)
106.  Ricœur 1985: 445; Ricœur 1990: 446
107.  One objection to the conception of narrative identity is that life stories are sub-
ject to unpredictability and fortune, as Marya Schechtman notes in Staying Alive. 
Personal Identity, Practical Concerns, and the Unity of a Life. Schechtman 2014: 
108; Ricœur 1990:192
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the true beginnings and the effect ends, to project the end of his (unk-
nown) story on edge, giving (invented) form to the very event of death.

There are three levels of experience, organized in a hierarchical 
manner, from which narrative identity is constructed: 1) practices; 2) 
life projects; 3) the narrative unity of life. Ricœur exemplifies, as prac-
tices, the professions, hobbies, arts, and games, conceiving them as a 
real action (with global significance in one’s life) and, before which, 
the particular or partial actions recommended by the agent are subor-
dinated. Let us think of the profession of a gardener. As a practice, it 
requires a set of singular and subordinate actions, such as sowing and 
pruning, which imply still more specific ones. The practice may be un-
derstood as a unit configured from the set of precepts and techniques.

In learning and through the exercise of the practices, the relational 
dimension of the human being manifests itself, because openness to 
others is essential for its exercise. There are indeed practices that can 
be carried out alone, such as certain games, or other activities, such 
as research, reading, writing, singing, playing a musical instrument, 
among many other examples. However, the constitutive rules of these 
practices always precede the agent, depending on the traditions and 
their transmission over time. And it is, therefore, from living in a com-
munity that the learning of a practice ultimately depends, whether with 
the purpose of accepting and reproducing it, or of changing it, or even 
of establishing a rupture or transgressing it. It will be the role played by 
the practices in the life history of the agents and of (their) patients, and 
therefore this relational dimension, which the narrative will highlight 
and configure.

We can frame “the practices” in life projects. Hence, they consti-
tute the second level of organization of human activity. These projects, 
such as the professional, the family, other interests, and tastes (associa-
ted, for example, with the occupation of free time) express the “dou-
ble movement” of “ascending complexification”, from the primary and 
practical actions and of “descending specification”, if we perspective 
them from the horizon of ideas and life plans. Establishing an analogy 
with narrative, it is possible to understand practical life in this double 
dimension and reciprocity between the parts and the whole.”108

The ‘narrative unity of a life’ takes us to the practical field’s third 
and most comprehensive level of organization. Taking up an expression 
from Alasdair MacIntyre and, at the same time, attributing a narrative 
dimension to the Zusammenhan des Lebens (connection of a life), in 
Dilthey’s terms, Ricœur proposes that we interpret individual actions 
in the light of the unity of human life, from the global point of view of 

108.  Ricœur 1990:187
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its existence. On the other hand, as we have pointed out, the individual 
life story intersects with the life story of others, from our “progenitors, 
through our friends and even adversaries”.109

Narrative identity will thus allow the integration of difference and 
change in this constitutive process of the Self, as well as explicitly 
emphasizing its temporal dimension. In a singular composition, the 
narrative configuration unifies events and experiences that take place 
in different instants, with distinct impacts and meanings on life, as a 
whole. As MacIntyre maintains: the unity of the Self is proportional 
to the “unity of individual life” and this coincides with the “unity of a 
narrative embodied in a singular life”,110 linking birth to death, just like 
the configuring sequence of a narrative, from its beginning, develop-
ment to its end.

One of the criticisms raised against the perspective of narrative 
identity is, as Marya Schectman points out, its ‘repressive’ and threa-
tening aspect of individual spontaneity, because it seems to impose 
that life can only be understood as a search for an ultimate, global, and 
unifying meaning of individual existence, with a telos to be fulfilled, 
otherwise personal identity will not develop properly. Now, although 
M. Schechtman adopts the Ricœurian concept of narrative identity, she 
explicitly states that, in its most robust sense, this may not be achie-
vable or feasible because it is natural to have people whose lives have 
meaning, are good or worth living, but do not always possess this pre-
cise and unified vision of their lives.111

  For prudence’s sake and to avoid this objection, it seems more 
plausible to adopt a more moderate conception of narrative identity. 
This less radical interpretation can be summarized in the following 
thesis: personal identity is formed as a self-conception develops nar-
ratively, and it is from this personal perspective that life is structured 
and experienced. As the author states, “This self-conception and its 
operations are largely implicit and automatic”,112 because we are all 
aware that, since the beginning of our socialization process in the cul-
tural world, we experience each present moment integrated into the 
context of a more significant life, capable of covering both past and 
future. Although we always perspective ourselves from the present, our 
relationship with time is deeper, because the experience of each present 
moment is conditioned by the experience of the past and the anticipa-
tion of the future. And it is this typically human experience of time, 

109.  Ricœur 1992: 220
110.  MacIntyre 2007: 218 
111.  Schechtman 2007: 161
112.  Schechtman 2007: 161
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lived as one and dynamic in each instant, that will allow us to develop 
a more robust narrative self-conception and to understand actions, pro-
jects, or events as moments of life, of an ongoing narrative, and not 
only as independent and isolated moments of existence.

Finally, certain moments are so striking in our lives and unavoida-
ble in our stories, called turning points, moments that reveal so much 
about who we are, what we regret or we are proud to be, what we 
project ourselves to be (...,) they are structuring moments to which we 
return and assume, as a point of reference, in many present moments, 
moments that always appear as crucial when we take our life as a who-
le and put our identity into global perspective. These decisive moments 
can be days, only certain hours or even smaller slips of time, but we 
can never forget them, and, for some, the life plan will be to commit to 
capturing them, to rethink and deepen them repeatedly, for others, to 
try to erase them from memory, or to assume the duty of not forgetting 
them113 and try to learn from them. These are moments that we expe-
rience as real beginnings of action and stages of our life, or as closures 
of cycles of our existence. Hence, Ricœur identifies human time and 
narrated time. As he emphasizes:

“Thus, it is with the help of the narrative beginnings to which reading has made 
us familiar that, in a way [...], we stabilize the actual beginnings that constitute the 
initiatives - in the strongest sense of the term - that we take. And we also have the 
experience of what it means to bring closure to a course of action, a phase of life, 
which may be considered imprecise. Literature helps us, in some way, to fix the 
outline of these provisional ends.” 114

This temporal and permanently lived experience of the events that 
fill our lives demonstrates well the difference between the narrative and 
non-narrative (with relevance for the psychological) models of perso-
nal identity. It is a moderate perspective of narrative identity, situated 
between two extremes, identifying neither with the most minimalist 
vision, which would conceive it as a mere continuity of (chronological) 
sequence of facts in one’s history, nor with the most robust demand 
that it be the result of an ultimate, well defined, and consciously and 
determinedly assumed end.
113.  Ricœur 1990:194
114.  “Ainsi, c’est à l’aide des commncements narratifs auxquels la lecture nous a fa-
miliarisés que, forçant en quelque sorte le trait, nous stabilizons les commencements 
réels que constituent les iniciatives - au sens fort du terme - que nous prenons. We 
also have experience, which may be inaccurate, of what it means to complete a course 
of action, a stretch of life. La littérature nous aide en quelque sorte à fixer le contour 
de ces fins provisoires.” (Ricœur 1990: 192)
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In the middle ground, to develop a narrative identity, one will need 
to be able, at least sometimes, to become aware of one’s life, trying to 
understand it, that is, to relate its different or most relevant moments. 
Having a narrative identity does not require that one is always able to 
narrate one’s life story. Rather, to construct an autobiographical nar-
rative means that we have “an implicit understanding” of the course 
of our lives and that our existence, taken as a whole, influences our 
present experiences as well as our future choices and the interpretation 
of our past. In the face of the events that fill one’s life, however, it will 
also be necessary for one to feel able to carry out a range of activities 
involving fundamental human capacities such as autonomy, reasoning, 
and responsibility. This means that building a relatively robust narrati-
ve identity is associated with the maintenance and realization of certain 
high human capacities.

As Schechtman rightly and realistically points out, we need to de-
lineate the reliable sources of narrative identity and (implicit) unders-
tanding of the course of our lives. One cannot simply attribute certain 
traits, experiences, or behaviors to oneself to consider that they might 
be part of one’s identity. The sieve of ‘reality’ is required, which im-
plies, as far as possible, a shared and consented view of the facts and 
experiences one attributes to oneself.

It is essential to dwelling a little on the limits of the concept of 
narrative identity to avoid hastily identifying it with personal identity. 
While Ricœur emphasizes the “instability” of narrative identity, sha-
ring with Ipseity its dynamic, concrete, and creative character, also 
shows us how the concepts are distinct and irreducible. Ipseity does 
not allow itself to be subsumed into narrative identity, or it would be 
the same to say that personal identity cannot be fully expressed in a 
narrative way.115

This idea is immediately understood by the fact that one can cons-
tantly create and recreate narratives about oneself, just as it is possible 
to weave different, even opposing and contradictory, narratives about 
the same character. If this were not so, we could say that, for example, 
personal identity would be the sum of all the narratives constructed 
about someone, whether created by him or herself or narrated by others. 
And this idea is complicated to accept, because the revision we make 
of them is qualitative and reflexive, and in each narrative, there is the 
creation of a new global sense of personal life, there is a new selective 
configuration of the events and experiences that constitute it. And in 
this permanent reconstruction of our personal life history, from which 
we also build our identity and get to know ourselves, new experiences 

115.  Ricœur 1985: 446-447
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and events appear, others are forgotten and are eliminated, still, others 
are forgotten for a while but come back to consciousness later. Moreo-
ver, it is possible to review our history repeatedly (the same applies to 
the history of others), to retell events differently, to the point that we 
may even have very different stories about the same events in our life. 
The most recent personal history cannot, therefore, be conceived as 
the mere total or sum of past narratives, but rather as a configured and 
permanent, open-ended enchainment of multiple stories. As the author 
states:

“As the literary analysis of autobiography verifies, the story of a life never ceases 
to be refigured by all the veridical or fictional stories that a subject narrates about 
himself. This refiguration makes life itself a web of narrated stories.”116

In turn, if the concepts were equal, we could also conclude that 
personal identity would be permanently changing along with the narra-
tives, to the point that one would cease to be the same whenever there 
was a change in one’s history, however minimal. Such an idea does 
not seem acceptable either. Finally, it is precisely the irreducibility of 
concepts that makes it possible to understand existential dramas better 
and to see them, in reality, as moments of “denarrativization”, (of im-
balance, even illness), decisive moments in which the individual is not 
able to constitute a coherent narrative about his own life, instead of un-
derstanding them as total dissolution of identity. After all, these tragic 
moments are often associated with a loss with deep suffering, although 
they may be beyond reason and of personal control, continue to be part 
of that same person’s history, even though he or she is incapable of 
putting into words those feelings, those desires, those self-perceptions.

In conclusion, the identity-ipse must be presupposed in the narra-
tive identity to precede the latter, a necessary condition for forming an 
autobiographical Self. Ipseity is not a mere abstraction of the subject, 
and neither it is a simple logical structure; it is a reality, it is a histori-
cal-temporal, corporeal structure that remains relatively stable throu-
ghout life. It is a Selfhood that can be experienced in personal history, 
from the narrative identity, but which must be assumed as an integral 
or presupposed point in all narratives because we already know that in 
moments devoid of narrative, there is still an identity-ipse that is ex-

116.   “Comme l’analyse littéraire de autobiographie le vérifie, l’histoire d’une vie 
ne cesse d’être refigurée par toutes les histoires véridiques ou fictives qu’un sujet 
raconte sur lui même. Cette refiguration fait de la vie elle même un tissu d’histoires 
racontées.” (Ricœur 1985: 143)
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perienced. It is necessary, in short, to admit the existence of an ipseity 
(relational and communicative) from the beginning of the life of each 
one of us, and which is the condition of possibility of narrative identity.

We can identify another reason that makes the concept of narrative 
a valuable resource in understanding personal identity. This concept 
contributes to creating an ethical identity by providing narrative mo-
dels of life that integrate ideas of the good life to be pondered, adapted 
and assimilated by the reader. As Ricœur states, the narrative is “the 
first laboratory of moral judgements”,117 constituting one of the richest 
levels of mental experience on which the reader can reflect, rehearse, 
and decide on his conception of the good life. On the other hand, sti-
ll on the ethical domain and on a more concrete level, the reader of 
fiction, in his identification with fictional characters and the narrative 
has the possibility of being inspired and of learning action models. 
Therefore, the fictional narrative presents ethical examples of interac-
tion, and teaches at the level of intersubjectivity and in the personal 
orientation of life.

After all, in fiction narratives, as in real life, the lives of different 
characters intersect and are interconnected, which contributes to the 
reader not only refiguring his or her own story, but also the stories he 
or she talks about others, stories which he will find himself endlessly 
redoing because they are part of his life. As the author concludes:

“[...] the thought experiments elicited by fiction, with all their ethical implications 
[...] contribute to the examination of self in real life.”118

However, although Ricœur shows us that there are no “ethically 
neutral” narratives in their different expressions (appreciation, trans-
gression, devaluation, among so many other ways of making ethical 
judgments in fiction, as in life), it is possible to glimpse, in ethics, a 
domain that sets a limit to the scope and possibilities of narrative iden-
tity. Ethics is the field that reinforces the greater extent and breadth of 
Ipseity concerning narrative identity in the understanding of personal 
identity again. As the philosopher himself acknowledges:

“It is at this point that the notion of narrative identity finds its limit and has to con-

117.  Ricœur 1990: 167
118.  “C’est en ce point que la notion d’identité narrative reencontre sa limite et doit se 
joindre aux composantes non narratives de la formation du sujet agissant.” (Ricœur 
1990: 188)
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nect with non-narrative components in forming an active subject.”337

As a practical category, narrative identity makes possible to iden-
tify someone or to recognize oneself as the same, throughout one’s life, 
in a double sense: 1) from one’s discursive capacity, by one’s ability to 
narrate oneself or to tell a story about oneself, 2) by being inspired by 
new models of being and acting from one’s capacity to inhabit fictional 
worlds. Nevertheless, these are also the practical limits of narrative 
identity. As a category, it belongs more to the human reflexive and 
imaginative capacities, so by narrative identity, we mean, above all, 
the capacity for self-understanding and personal reinterpretation based 
on one’s own life, on the history one builds about oneself, thus con-
ceiving it more as a reader and author of stories. Of course, the very 
sequential narrating about something, the object of which may be our 
lives and identity, constitutes action and can inspire new actions and 
ways of being. However, these are the practical limits of narrative. This 
is the reason the very concept of narrative identity, compared to that 
of Ipseity, also presents its delimitation as to its practical scope. This 
extension is closed to fictionalized history or only indirectly touches 
concrete reality. As Ricœur argues, “the narrative exercises the imagi-
nation more than the will, although it remains a category of action”, in 
the senses we have set out above.119

 Through reading and interpretation, we are called upon to change, 
strengthen our way of being, to act, which means that narrative iden-
tity must contain within itself a personal dimension that goes beyond 
its scope and directly and immediately summons action. Ipseity in its 
purest state, the personal dimension that, being able to assume the facet 
of the ungraspable, as happens in the most critical and difficult mo-
ments of existence, calls for a personal decision and the exercise of the 
will, its effectuation in the world. This is a crucial difference between 
narrative identity and Ipseity, although both are united in the practical 
aspect. The former is a direct expression of understanding and imagi-
nation, the latter of its practical capacity, reinforcing the ethical foun-
dation of personal identity. The intersection and boundaries between 
narrative identity and Ipseity can be observed in the following passage 
from Time and Narrative III:

“However, reading, we would add, also includes a moment of sending: it is then 
that reading becomes a provocation to be and act in another way. The fact is that 

119.  En ce sens, le récit exerce l’imagination plus que la volonté, bien qu’il demeure 
une catégorie de l’action.” (Ricœur 1985: 447)
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the sending [of what is said or read] only becomes an action through a decision that 
makes with everyone saying: here I am! Henceforth, narrative identity is equiva-
lent to true Ipseity only under that derisory moment, making ethical responsibility 
the supreme factor of Ipseity.”120

In sum, personal identity is: 
1) what results, at each moment, from the permanent relationship 

between the two poles explained above, and whose extreme expres-
sions or paradigmatic examples are character and promise; 2) best ex-
pressed in narrative identity, without being reduced to it; 3) identified 
with practical man, ‘able’ or ‘agent being’. 

The meaning that Ricœur will give to ‘able’ or ‘agent being’ it will 
be our next concern. We would like, however, to emphasize of its in-
novative interpretation because it does not fit into the more traditional 
meaning of the term, as the mere possibility of intentionally initiating 
events in the world.

4. Who Am I? I Am Someone Able to ...

In Oneself as Another and in “Devenir capable, être reconnu”, Ri-
cœur starts the project of an “Ontology of Ipseity”,121 abandoning the 
traditional philosophical categories (“being”, “substance”, “cogito”, 
“transcendental subject”, among others”) as the key to understanding 
personal identity, and explicitly opting for the anthropological concept 
of “capacity” and for the ethical concepts of attestation,122 of reciproci-
ty and commitment. The answer to the question “Who am I?” can only 
be formed if we start from our existence with others, from a common 
and shared world. Identity is a community construction and is there-
fore situated originally at the ethical level, because it summons both 
the interpersonal other, the other with whom we have direct and more 
intimate contact, and the other with whom we will never have a close 
relationship, the other of the institutions.

Taking up the contributions of Aristotle and Hannah Arendt, Ri-

120.  Or, la lecture, avons-nous ajouté, comporte aussi un moment d’envoi: c’est alors 
que la lecture devient une provocation à être et à agir autrement. Il reste que l’envoi 
ne se transforme en action que par une décision qui fait dire à chacun: ici, je me tiens! 
Dès lors, l’identité narrative n’équivaut à une ipseité véritable qu’en vertu de ce mo-
ment dérisoire, qui fait de la responsabilité éthique le facteur suprême de l’ipseité.” 
(Ricœur 1985: 447)
121.  Ricœur 1990: 347
122.  Ricœur 1990: 350
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cœur conceives identity as praxis, resulting from an interaction life, in 
its multiple modes, whether, at times, through confrontation or, ideally, 
through reciprocity, whether through initiative or affectation, but in 
which the co-authorship of our history and our identity always stands 
out, never the fruit of an exclusive personal or isolated effort. The ho-
rizon for answering the question “who am I?” proposed by Ricœur is 
this world that we inhabit, which implies plural presence, which makes 
the Cartesian dream of deducing the self or the others with absolute 
recourse to the thinking subject, closed in on itself, unfeasible, and 
emerging, instead, a concrete subject in praxis, that is, a subject con-
ceived in its historical-temporal dimension. This finite subject is only 
fulfilled as openness to otherness. The answer to the question “Who am 
I?” implies thinking the subject beyond its limits, beyond its exclusive 
domain, and recognizing a dimension and experience that, although 
living in the first person, in private, derives from its constitutive rela-
tionship with the other.

To conceive identity as praxis is to oppose a reductionist approach 
to this philosophical problem. We should reject the belief that there is 
one or several subject characteristics ultimately explanatory of its natu-
re and specificity. We should also admit that the most plausible way to 
overcome reductionism is to understand identity as resulting from the 
connection with the social, cultural world and nature itself, a situated 
and integrated identity. Being capable cannot, for be understood as an 
abstract (transcendental) subject nor as an autonomous, self-sufficient 
will. On the contrary, being capable is defined as much by one’s power 
and aptitudes as by affectation and receptivity, with the personal sense, 
the identity of each one, emerging from this public sphere, from the 
fact of living, exercising power and suffering, also influenced by social 
groups and wider communities.

In short, with Ricœur, thinking of personal identity as a capable 
being implies assuming that it cannot be reduced to a biological dimen-
sion, to traits or faculties internal to the subject or even to social and 
wholly external processes. Identity is a construction, it is the experien-
ce (often of the meaning) of someone whose capacities are integrated, 
developed and realized in society. To conceive identity as power is to 
try to understand it in one of its most profound dimensions by referring 
us to the continuous need for self-understanding and self-knowledge 
and, in this endless search, to realize that the personal response can 
only emerge from lived experience and this, in turn, from life in com-
mon, from intimate, social and cultural life.

Therefore, each individual’s identity and personal meaning cannot 
be reduced to (neuro)biology or stratified and closed visions of human 
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rationality.123 In close opposition to reductionist and classifying pers-
pectives, Ricœur offers a more liberating image of the subject and his 
identity because by referring him to the reality of his life, by assuming 
his concrete, finite and relational dimension, he situates existence and 
his (possible, conditioned) freedom, gives it an effective space for rea-
lization, a real space, because it recognizes that this can only emerge 
and be built in praxis124. Personal identity can only be built in concrete 
existence, because it is in human reality that interaction takes place, 
where relationships, sharing and conflicts take place.

Naturally, the narrative expresses well the dimension of being able 
because, through it, the diversity of characters and events are built, 
enriched along with the plot and unified, in a global way, in a narrative 
with sense. We have also already explained how fictional narratives 
help to configure life narratives. However, unlike characters and fic-
tional narratives, personal identity, given its dynamic and existential 
character, will always remain a mystery to be deciphered, via indirect 
and hermeneutic means, as Ricœur points out. It is a fragile self-cons-
titution.

5. Ethical Identity

In this practical dimension of personal but interdependent cons-
truction of meaning, in which both the activity and the passivity of 
each of us stand out, Ricœur is explicit in emphasizing its ethical level 
and scope: “ethical responsibility is the supreme factor of ipseity.”125

On the one hand, the expression means that the construction of 
identity, dependent on openness and relationship with others, requires 
an ethical equivalence between both poles, true reciprocity, and equa-
lity in treatment - “oneself as another” -, without ever forgetting the 
irreplaceable and unique place of each one. The ideal of the good life, 
being personally created and projected, is inseparable from the “desire 
to live well with and for others”, and this is only possible in esteem and 

123.  Wall, Schweiker and Hall: 2002: 8
124.  Pucci 2015: 125-126
125.  “Dès lors, l’identité narrative n’équivaut à une ipseité véritable qu’en vertu de 
ce moment dérisoire, qui
fait de la responsabilité éthique le facteur suprême de l’ipseité.” (Ricœur 1985: 447)
Or as he will later consolidate: “Dans ce vaste panorame des capacités affirmées et 
assumées par l’agent humain, l’accent principal se déplace d’un pôle à première vue 
moralement neutre à un pôle explicitement moral où le sujet capable s’atteste comme 
sujet responsable.” (Ricœur DC:1)
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respect for oneself, which depends on esteem and respect for the other, 
on mutual recognition, whether more direct and intimate or more insti-
tutional.126 Self-esteem and respect for others, as ethical virtues, result 
from a hermeneutic effort to interpret beliefs, attitudes, and actions, 
both ours and those of others. They are not immediately obvious; they 
are ethical convictions and feelings created through the experience of 
reciprocity.

In self-esteem and respect for others, we see three fundamental 
elements - reversibility, irreplaceability, and similarity. The roles that 
each one occupies (me and you) in the dialogue are reversible, some-
times the ‘me’ and sometimes the ‘you’, but the people who exchan-
ge these roles are always irreplaceable. The similarity does not stem 
from an external comparison between people but originates in an ethi-
cally reciprocal exchange between my self-esteem and my concern for 
others. It is the ethical capacity to perceive myself as similar to another 
and to recognize another as my similarity that allows me to appreciate 
the other as a self, as ipseity, and, at the same time, to conceive myself 
as another among many others. It is from this double capacity and ethi-
cal movement that the equivalence or similarity between the self and 
the other results, that is, the reciprocal concern, the capacity to esteem 
the other as a self and to esteem oneself as another.

On the other hand, the expression highlights how creativity, 
usually associated with the scientific, technological, and artistic fields, 
in a word, with culture, has a fundamental place in ethics. As John 
Wall points out in his work Moral Creativity. Paul Ricœur and the 
Poetics of Possibility,127 it is essential to understand ethical creativity 
as a “primordial, original and necessary human capacity”, expressed in 
different ways: from the creation of the “personal good”, through the 
permanent capacity to form, transform and renew human relationships, 
to the need to review the social rules that shape attitudes and behavior 
126.  Ricœur 1990: 227
127.  The author equates, in his work, the concepts of ethics and morality, designating 
both the subjective reflection on right and wrong and the foundation of social rules 
that objectively guide and/or should guide life in a community. Both are essential 
components of “moral creativity”. Nevertheless, he distinguishes in this concept a 
teleological sense (corresponding to the personal ends and purposes of life) and a 
deontological sense  (identifying with the instituted duties, rules, responsibilities and 
rights to which agents are socially bound). For his part, Ricœur conceptually differ-
entiates between ethics and morals in Oneself as Another, although he acknowledges 
that the same is neither etymological nor historical, only conventional: “C’est donc 
par convention que je réserverai le terme d’éthique pour la visée d’une vie accomplie 
et celui de morale pour l’articulation de cette visée dans des normes caractérisées à 
la fois par la prétension à l’universalité et par un effect de contrainte. (Wall 2005: 44; 
Ricœur 1990: 200)
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critically. All these capacities, being necessary for ethical life, imply 
personal creativity in the sense that they require the subject to make 
them concrete to be formed and have a meaningful life narrative.

However, since it is impossible to think of a good life without a re-
lationship with others, the dimension of affectivity and, with it, of pas-
sivity is also inseparable from ethical creativity. In Oneself as Another, 
Ricœur shows how the plane of action is also linked to being affected 
(pathos), when I recognize myself as capable of both acting and failing 
in a project, in a relationship, being always exposed to the emergence 
of emptiness, the recognition of non-sense, of powerlessness.

As John Wall points out, even more radically: living a good life 
morally involves “immersing ourselves in the messy disagreements 
and tragedies of our present historical present and embracing the task 
of forming together a radically uncertain future.” Living well depends 
on creating ‘new’ personal goods that allow us to act and exist in a 
community, forming practical wisdom, reasonableness or sense com-
patible with our finite way of being while also recognizing the limits 
and imperfections of others.

Taking Sophocles’ Antigone as a paradigmatic example, Ricœur 
defends the idea that the tragedy occurs in action due to incompati-
ble ethical identities, expressing equally valid ideals and claims, which 
makes impossible any acceptable resolution of the conflict for the par-
ties involved. In the tragic moments of life, no specific ethical response 
can resolve them. Still, the sense of the tragic can illuminate future 
action, the path to follow, forcing us to recognize the deep importance 
of the spheres of life that are at stake, summoning us to a re-evaluation 
and a new hierarchization of values to avoid catastrophe and motiva-
ting us to reconcile opposing forces in disharmony.

Ethical life, although limited, is the mirror of the invention of per-
sonal identity. It echoes and develops the noblest sentiments of genero-
sity, which, as pillars, do not allow its dissolution: attestation, trust and 
hope before suspicion,128 the strength of the reciprocal bond between 
oneself and another in friendship, love, the civility and which justify 
imagining a world of concordant actions, openness to balance and con-
sensus between the plurality of personal goods.

128.  “Le soupçon est aussi le chemin vers et la traversée dans l’attestation. Il hante 
l’attestation, comme le faux témoignage hante le témoignage vrai.” (Ricœur 1990: 
350-351)
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